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Understanding the behavior of carbon interstitial atoms
in metal nanoparticles is important for a better con-
trol over carbon nanotubes growth. Using analytical-
potential atomistic simulations, we study the energetics
of carbon interstitials in FCC and BCC spherical and
cylindrical nano-sized iron particles. An increase in in-
terstitial formation enthalpy (see abstract figure) in small
particles gives rise to the reduced solubility of carbon in
nanoscale iron. The orientation of interstitial bonds with
regard to the nanoparticle surface is shown to have sub-
stantial effect on the formation enthalpy. As the radii of
the studied systems is reduced below 5 Å the behavior
of the interstitial formation energetics become unsystem-
atic.

Formation enthalpies of octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial
carbon atoms in FCC and BCC iron is studied by analytical
bond order potential. Formation enthalpies are shown to in-
crease with decreasing nanoparticle radius.

1 Introduction Carbon nanotubes (CNT) have out-
standing electronic and mechanical properties. At the mo-
ment, commercial applications of CNTs are mostly limited
to materials benefiting from their mechanical properties.
The biggest obstacle in the development of applications
utilizing the excellent electronic properties of CNTs, and in
particular, single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT), is the
lack of control over the growth of SWNTs, as depending
on the chirality, the tube can be a metal or semiconductor.

The most widely used growth method of nanotubes
is the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique where
SWNTs precipitate from catalyst metal particles [1–3].
Within the CVD scheme, it is possible to limit the spread of
SWNT diameter by catalyst particle size selection [4]. Still,
it is not possible to control the chirality of SWNTs, and it
seems to be quite unlikely that the controllable growth of

SWNTs can be achieved without the complete understand-
ing of the SWNT growth from metallic nanoparticles.

Widely used model for SWNT growth from metal-
lic nanoparticles is the vapor-liquid-solid model [5,6], in
which the growth can be divided into three steps. First car-
bon precursor molecules are catalytically decomposed on
the surface of the catalyst particle. After decomposition the
released carbon atoms diffuse into catalytic metal particles.
At the final step carbon is precipitated from the metal par-
ticles as the solubility limit is reached for the growth tem-
perature and catalyst particle size, or solubility is lowered
by changing the temperature.

As the size and shape of catalyst particles may define
not only the diameter but also the chirality of the grow-
ing tube, it is important to understand how the size effects
the solubility and thus optimal synthesis conditions. CVD
SWNT growth from C saturated metal particles has been
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observed directly in recent in-situ transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) studies [8,9]. It has also been shown
[10] that nanotubes can grow from metal particles inside
TEM when carbon atoms sputtered from other carbon nan-
otubes precipitate on metal particles, which can be referred
to as irradiation-mediated self-organization [11]. Very re-
cently it was demonstrated that not only the size of metal
particles, but also the geometry affects this process – CNTs
precipitated from metal nanoparticles with high curvature
[12].

As shown in a recent study [7], carbon solubility is re-
duced in nanoparticles. The solubility drop was explained
in terms of additional pressure in the nanoparticle due to
higher surface curvature and thus higher surface energy.
However, it was assumed that the geometry of the particle
is spherical, and the actual atomic structures of the parti-
cles, surface orientations etc. were not taken into account.
In this work, we try to address these issues by directly sim-
ulating metal nanoparticles of different sizes and geome-
tries with carbon interstitials for both minimum and saddle
point configurations of the interstitials.

2 Simulation method We used a recently devel-
oped analytical bond-order potential to model Fe-C sys-
tems [19]. The potential has been successfully fitted to
cementite and Hägg carbide, which are most important
crystalline polytypes among the many known metastable
iron carbide phases. Predicted properties of other car-
bides and the simplest point defects are in good to rea-
sonable agreement with available data from experiments
and density-functional theory calculations. The potential
correctly describes melting and recrystallization of cemen-
tite, and being much more computationally efficient than
first-principle simulations, makes it possible to study large
systems composed up to million atoms.

As the actual geometry of catalytic particles is un-
known, three different types of systems were studied:
spherical nanoparticles of radii up to 70 Å and number of
atoms from a few to ∼ 75000, nanorods with radii to to 40
Å and up to ∼ 35000 atoms, and semi-infinite slabs. All
systems were studied in FCC (γ-Fe, austenite) and BCC
(α-Fe, ferrite) phases. Both phases were studied as both
structures are observed in metal nanoparticles, FCC being
the more common. Theoretically, the FCC phase has been
claimed to be the lowest-energy state of nanoparticles after
the number of atoms is reduced below a material depen-
dent limit [13,14]. Spherical nanoparticles and cylinders
were formed by cutting the system from FCC or BCC bulk
lattice with the selected radii. After geometry optimization
these systems acquired realistically faceted structures due
to the minimization of the surface energy. For pure Fe
systems the final energies per atom were almost identical
to those given by test system formed as Wulff polyhedra.
Slabs with periodic boundaries in two directions were used
to study the dependence of carbon interstitial formation

enthalpy as a function of the distance to BCC 110 and
FCC 100 surfaces.

Systems were relaxed using conjugate gradient method
leading to the zero temperature minimum energy config-
uration using our Relaxat code [15]. Control runs per-
formed with molecular dynamics simulations where the
systems were annealed at 500 K temperature for 50 fs
using the PARCAS code [16] gave similar results.

Defect formation enthalpy Hf was calculated from:

Hf = EFe+C − EFe − Egraphene, (1)

where Egraphene is the energy per atom in graphene
and EFe+C and EFe are the energies of the system
with/without C interstitial. As the energy of an isolated
C atom is zero in our model, Egraphene = 7.375 eV/atom
coincided with the cohesive energy of graphene.

3 Results and discussion An interstitial C atom
in Fe BCC or FCC lattice can be in either an octahedral or
tetrahedral position. The atomic structures of these defects
are presented in Fig. 1. The octahedral position is both for
FCC and BCC lattices the lowest energy configuration for
the interstitial position.

Bulk FCC and BCC has 4 and 6 octahedral and 8
and 12 tetrahedral interstitial positions in the unit cell,
respectively. Even though in bulk systems all octahedral
and tetrahedral positions are equivalent, the situation can
change substantially in a finite system. In a small parti-
cle, the direction of the orthogonal bonds of octahedral
interstitial with respect to the surface directions of will
change the otherwise equivalent interstitial positions and
cause changes in the formation enthalpy. For tetrahedral
positions the changes are smaller as tetrahedral interstitials
have bonds in all three spatial planes compared to the two
planes of octahedral bonding.

The formation enthalpies for bulk interstitials calcu-
lated by Eq. (1) are presented in Table 1. As compared to ab
initio results [17] 0.70 eV and 1.80 eV for octahedral and
tetrahedral formation enthalpies in BCC iron, respectively,
our method gives higher enthalpy for octahedral intersti-
tial formation. On the other hand ab initio density func-
tional theory computations can even give negative values
for these enthalpies [18]. Besides, we concentrate on rela-
tive values related to the changes in the size of the system.

Table 1 Formation enthalpies of C interstitials for octahedral and
tetrahedral configurations in bulk FCC and BCC iron and energy
difference between the configurations.

Lattice Octahedral Tetrahedral Δ E
FCC 0.24 eV 1.01 eV 0.77 eV
BCC 1.27 eV 1.81 eV 0.54 eV

Resulting difference between octahedral and tetrahe-
dral interstitial formation enthalpies Δ E in the BCC is
slightly underestimated compared to experimental values
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a) Octahedral carbon in
FCC iron.

b) Octahedral carbon in
BCC iron.

c) Tetrahedral carbon in
FCC iron.

d) Tetrahedral carbon in BCC
iron.

Figure 1 Octa- and tetrahedral interstitial sites in FCC and BCC iron.

0.88 eV [21] and 0.84 eV [20]. For FCC the formation en-
thalpy of octahedral interstitial is also underestimated com-
pared to experimental value of 0.4 eV. For both FCC and
BCC, we find the correct octahedral minimum energy con-
figuration. In conclusion the method used is in reasonable
agreement with previous experimental and computational
results (for more details see [19]).

3.1 Spherical nanoparticles Spherical nanoparti-
cles were studied as the simplest case of a metal nanopar-
ticle relevant to carbon-metal nanosystems [22,23]. Car-
bon interstitial was positioned at the center of the sphere.
In all studied cases, the interstitial bond directions relaxed
into the minimal configuration with respect to the sur-
face facets. The atomic configurations are presented in Fig.
2. The formation enthalpy increases systematically when

Figure 2 Carbon interstitial formation enthalpies in Fe spherical
nanoparticles as a function of nanoparticle radius.

the radius decreases from 40 Å to 6 Å, see Fig. 2. For
small radii of the particles, the behavior becomes non-
monotonous due to large changes in the atomic configu-
ration and direct interaction of the interstitial with under-

coordinated surface atoms. As the radius increases the en-
thalpy approaches the bulk value of the respective system.
The difference in octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial for-
mation enthalpies stays constant in FCC systems except
for systems with small radii in contrast to the BCC sys-
tems where this difference reduces after 20 Å radius and
finally tetrahedral configuration becomes the lowest en-
ergy configuration at 11 Å radius. It can be concluded that
the vicinity of the surface reduces the difference between
the lowest energy and saddle point enthalpies. Similar re-
sults have been reported before by Abild-Pedersen et al.
in [24], where graphene growth from nickel nanoparticles
was studied using ab initio density functional theory cal-
culations. They show that diffusion energy barrier can be
∼ %50 lower in the subsurface layer than in bulk.

3.2 Nanorods Iron nanorods (see e.g. [25] for car-
bide and [26,27] for carbon encapsulated nanorods) were
simulated. The nanorod radii were up to 40 Å . The length
of the cylinders carved from BCC and FCC bulk iron was
much longer than the radius. The systems were centered
on the carbon interstitial placed on such position that after
relaxation the interstitial was on octahedral or tetrahedral
site in the center of the rod. Various lattice directions of
nanorod axis were studied. The results for FCC 100, 110
and BCC 100 axial directions are presented in Fig. 3. Also
121, 100 and 101 axial directions were studied, giving re-
sults similar to the presented.

Octahedral carbon interstitial, Fig. 1(b), is bonded to
six Fe atoms from which four of Fe atoms are located on
the same plane. In our simulations of the nanosystems the
two off-plane Fe atoms were displaced more than the pla-
nar atoms of the defect. This geometrical effect can be
seen from BCC100 oct.1 and BCC100 oct.2 data in Fig.
3, where the off-plane atoms of the defect are aligned axi-
ally and radially, respectively. Such effect naturally can not
be seen in the results for spherical nanoparticles because of
the radial symmetry.

3.3 Interstitial near the surface of bulk sys-
tems Octahedral interstitial formation was simulated in
FCC and BCC slab systems in order to obtain informa-
tion of the effect of vicinity of the surface in bulk systems.
A slab of ∼ 40 Å length in non-periodic direction was
used allowing maximum interstitial depth of 20 Å. The re-
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Figure 3 Carbon interstitial formation enthalpies in Fe nanorods
as a function of nanorod radius. For BCC rods both perpendic-
ular (1) and parallel (2) octahedral interstitial configurations are
considered.

sults are presented in Fig. 4. For BCC system two values
above the surface are presented, the lower corresponds to
the bridge position and the higher to the top position of C
atom.

Figure 4 Octahedral interstitial formation enthalpies of C in
BCC and FCC slab systems as a function of interstitial depth from
the surface. The surface is located at 0 depth, positive direction
away from the surface.

For FCC100 surface two different octahedral intersti-
tial orientations were found. In the direct orientation the
bonds of octahedral defect are oriented perpendicular and
parallel directions with the surface and in tilted direction
the planar Fe atoms of the defect are in 111 plane. In this

orientation the most displaced atoms of the defect are dis-
placed in the direction forming an angle of π

4 radians with
respect the surface vector. In our results there was a de-
crease of the interstitial formation enthalpy in the vicinity
of the flat surface. Similar results have been reported be-
fore for other metal catalysts [28] It can bee seen from the
results that the used slab thickness did not allow the forma-
tion enthalpy to reach the bulk value even at the maximum
depth allowed by the simulated system.

4 Conclusions Our simulations show that in small
cylindrical nanorods and spherical iron nanoparticles, the
formation enthalpy of carbon interstitial is increased due
to extra pressure induced by the surface curvature leading
to a decrease in carbon solubility. This result holds unless
the system becomes very small, about few lattice constant
of the material, when the interstitial is bonded directly to
the surface atoms.

In nano-sized systems the octahedral interstitial posi-
tions are not equivalent and the formation enthalpy de-
pends on the separation of the interstitial from the surface
and the orientation of the defect with regard to the surface
of the system. Our results indicate that solubility of carbon
in small particles is indeed reduced and that precipitation
of carbon nanotubes is more likely at small particles with
a high radius of surface curvature.
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